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Winnie Bollinger Is 1953 Independent Sweetheart

Winnie Bollinger received the ISA Scholarship from President Donald Trump of Dallas, Texas, IA-President, and President-elect Paul Martin of Yellow, Nebraska, IA-President and Mrs. Earle Hunsinger at the ISA Convention. Her college official will be Mrs. Earle Hunsinger.

ATTENDANTS to the Seventeenth Annual Women’s Convention, held Tuesday night, were: Miss Junes, Miss Barrington, Miss Carter, Miss Dallas, Miss Chisholm, Miss Edwards, Miss Foster, Miss Hartman, Miss Hunsinger, Miss Jones, Miss Green, Miss Martin, Miss O’Malley, Miss Page, Miss Perdue and Miss Phillips. Miss Bollinger was the president of the convention committee.

The annual Women’s Convention is an independent organization, and the president and vice president are elected at the annual meeting.

The theme for this year’s convention included topics on leadership, strategy, and planning for the future. The convention closed with a banquet and dance.

The Nineteenth Annual Women’s Convention will be held on October 10th and 11th, in conjunction with the annual ISA Convention.

Southern To Give Free Classes Here In April

Southwestern Illinois College, located in Carbondale, Illinois, will be offering free classes to area residents in April. The classes will be held in various locations throughout the community, including high schools, community centers, and libraries.

The classes will cover a variety of topics, including art, music, science, and technology. Students will have the opportunity to learn new skills and explore their interests.

For more information about the classes, or to register, please contact the Southwestern Illinois College at 618-444-4444.
Our Opinions

A Visit Back

Spring vacation is a time for new experiences. Just after the exasperation of the winter has passed, there is always the opportunity to go home for a break.

Southern Illinois high schoolers see this as an opportunity to stay home for a few weeks. For them, this is an opportunity to see some of their friends and visit their old school. This is also a time for them to get away from the stress of school and relax.

Many students find this opportunity to be very beneficial. They get to spend time with their family and friends, and they also have the chance to explore new places.

It is important to note that some students may feel pressure to go home and visit their friends. While this can be a rewarding experience, it is also important for students to prioritize their own well-being and make decisions that are best for them.

In conclusion, Spring vacation is a time for new experiences. Students should take advantage of this opportunity to explore new places, spend time with loved ones, and get away from the stress of school.

On Other Campuses

At Northern Illinois University, the spring break is an excellent opportunity for students to travel and explore new places. The university offers a variety of programs and opportunities for students to take advantage of during their time off.

One such program is the "Traveling Scholars" program, which allows students to travel to different countries and learn about different cultures. The program includes a variety of activities, such as visiting historical sites, attending cultural events, and meeting with local residents.

This program is popular among students, as it provides them with the opportunity to learn about different cultures and gain a better understanding of the world. Students who participate in the program often have a new perspective on their own culture as well.

In addition to the "Traveling Scholars" program, Northern Illinois University also offers a variety of other programs and opportunities for students to take advantage of during their time off. This includes internships, research opportunities, and study abroad programs.

The university is committed to providing students with a variety of opportunities to learn and grow during their time off. Whether students choose to travel, attend cultural events, or simply take some time to relax, there is something for everyone at Northern Illinois University during spring break.

In conclusion, spring break is an excellent opportunity for students to explore new places and learn about different cultures. Northern Illinois University offers a variety of programs and opportunities for students to take advantage of during their time off.

Looking Back

TEN YEARS AGO

The Bluffton Press, a weekly newspaper, was published in Bluffton, Indiana, on the 3rd of February. The newspaper was a local weekly and covered news and events in the Bluffton area.

The newspaper was published by the Bluffton Press Company and had a circulation of approximately 1,000 copies. The newspaper was a free, weekly publication and was available at local stores and businesses.

The newspaper was discontinued in 1920 due to a lack of funding. At the time, the newspaper was one of the few local publications in the Bluffton area.

In conclusion, the Bluffton Press was a local weekly newspaper that covered news and events in the Bluffton area. The newspaper was published from 1910 to 1920 and was a free, weekly publication.
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WILL THIS SUIT FIT?

If you can make the grade, you can fly the latest, hottest, fanciest jobs in the air—and do it within one year.

Interviewees To Visit SIU

Students To Call Placements For Appointments

When it's Flowers

You Want

When It's Flowers—You Want

When It's Flowers You Want

Irene - Florist

608 W Walton Phone 662

Yarns, sweaters, accessories, and more, for the autumn and winter season.

Varsity Theatre

"The Bad and the Beautiful"

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday 8:30 p.m.
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Yarns, sweaters, access...
Salukis Drop IAC Tilts To Normal and Western

**Yanks Whip Men's Dormitory In Match From Panthers**

The Yankees successfully defended their men's championship last Thursday by routing the Men's Dormitory 100-86. The victory was uncharacteristic of the regular-season meting between the teams.

**Matmen Take Second In Intramural Match From Panthers**

Southern grapplers trounced the Western Panthers in a meet dominated Saturday. The loss from Southern's perspective was not as severe as the 20-12 final score. The only deficit the matmen suffered was that of 10 points, which was not enough to prevent the Panthers from securing the match.